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ANNUAL REPORT OF THR K)RTO RICO AGRICULTURAL
EXPERIMENT STATION FOR 1901.

By F. D. Gardner, Special AgeiU in Cliarge,

IHTEODUCTION.

The first appropriation for agricultural investigations in Porto Rico

was made for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1901. This appropriation

was $5,lX)0, and authorized the Secretary of Agriculture to determine

the agricultumi conditions existing in that island with special reference

to the most desirable loi*.alities for agricultural experiment stations^ as

well as the subjects on which the agricultui*al people of the island are

in most immediate need of practical information, and how this need

can be most economically and effectively supplied; but it did not provide

for the cstnblishment and maintenance of an expi>riment station. The
preliminary investigation called for by this appropriation was made
through the Oftice of Experiment Stations by Prof. S. A. Knapp, for-

merly of the Iowa Agricultural College, and more recently engaged

in agricultuml enterprises in southern Ijouisiana. He visittul Porto

Rico during the summer of 1900, and made his final report in Septem-

ber of that year. This report was tmnsmitted to Congress and pub-

lished as House Doc. No. 171 (Fifty-sixth Congress, second session).

It contains a summarized statement regarding the climate, soil, and

agriculture of the island, shows in what ways the experiment station

might benefit agriculture, and recommends the establishment of a sta-

tion as soon as practicable. Professor Knapp advises that the station

should give immediate attention to promoting the production of larger

and better crops of coffee, sugar, and tobac(*.o, and food products for

home consumption, and that at an early day work should be undertaken

in horticulture, forestry j animal husbandry, and dairying. Besides con-

ducting experiments, it should give object lessons in improved fanning
and should disseminate information by oublications and agricultural

meetings.

On the basis of this report Congress made a second appropriation

($12,000) for the current fiscal year, which authorized the Secretary

of Agriculture '^to establish and maintain an agricultural experiment

station in Porto Rico, including the erection of buildings, the priat-

ing (in Porto Rico), illustration, and distribution of reports and balle^
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382 REPORT OF OFFICE OF EXPERIMENT STATIONS.

tins, and all other expenses essential to the maintenance of said

station."

Though this appropriation did not become available until July 1,

1901, the writer, then assistant in the Division of Soils of this Depart-

ment, was transferred to the Office of Experiment Stiitions April 15,

1901, and was appointed to take charge of the agricultural investiga-

tions in Porto Rico. After spending some time in such preliminary

preparations as could best })e conducted in Washington and vicinity,

he proceeded to Porto Rico, arriving in San Juan about the middle ot

May. The nnnaining portion of the fiscal year he spent mostly in trav-

eling about the island to familiarize himself with its people and the con-

ditions and needs of agriculture, with special reference to the location

of the experiment station and the character of experiments most desim

ble to undertake. Dunng a portion of this time he was accompanied

by Messrs. O. V. C'ook and G. N. ('ollitis, of the Division of Botany, of

this Department, who had been temporarily assigned to this Office

and sent to Porto Rico to aid in preliminar}' studies with reference to

the determination of the best lines of work for the proposed experi-

ment station.

As regards the location of the experiment station, more difficulty

was experienced in obtaining suitable land than was anticipated.

Replies to a circular letter sent to the different nuuiicipalities in the

island, setting forth some of thc^ advantages of an agricultural experi-

ment station, and asking how nmch land they would donate for the

purpose of establishing an experimental farm in their vicinity, as

a rule, stated that the municipalities possessed no lands that in kind

and amount would be suited for the purpose, and that their very pool

financial condition would not allow them to purchase. Three munici-

palities, however, made offers of land, but on examination it was found

to be either not suitiible for experimentJil purposes or too inaccessible.

When it became apparent that the station could not be permanently

located without considerable delay, arrangements were made for con^

ducting experiments on a temporary basis. Thirty acres of land adja-

cent to the town of Rio Piedras has been leased, together with a large

fmme house wdiich serves as a residence and office for the special agent,

and also furnishes accommodations for laboratories and library. In

addition to this, the local normal school has donated temporarily the use

of 40 acres of land for experimental purposes. The necessary horses,

mules, and oxen have been secured and a stable constructed for their

shelter. A farm wagon, an ox cart, and several plows and harrows,

together with garden and horticultural tools, have been secured. A
portion of the land has been cleared of weeds, banana stumps, etc.,

and plowed. The experiments include tests of various kinds of plants,

and experiments regarding the time and manner of planting, the use

of fertilizers, etc. A coopemtive experiment has been commenced on
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a coffee plantation, with the object of improving methods of growing
eoff(»e in Poito Rico. This consists of an attempt to improve the yield

and (juality of coffee by selection, breeding, and proimgating, and in

restoring old groves by removing pirt of the shade and thinning and

pruning. Investigations have also bi»en begun to discover means for

combating certain troublesome insects, esiKH'ially the '"changa/' a

kind of mole cricket, and various scule insects, and the fungus dise4ises

affecting citrus fruits.

The Bureau of Soils of this Department, in coo|)emtion with the

station, has undertaken a soil survey of a portion of the island. A
considemble luunber of different kinds of vegetable seeds have been

distributed to farmers. The ])eginning has been made of a collection

of improved farm implements and machinery of the kinds adapti»d to

the tropical agriculture of the island. In this work th<» station has been

greatly aided by different manufacturers in the United States. It is

believed that in this way useful information regarding iniproved imple-

ments will be disseminated ]>y visitors to the station.

The organization of a regular station staff has been begun, th-e force

now including the special agent in charge, the entomologist and bot-

anist, and farm foreman.

It is ho^xKl that land may be obtained for the permanent location of

the station in the near future and that it will be possible to greatly

develop the work of the st^ition during the coming year. Considering

the large agricultural intert^sts of the island and the variety of work
which needs to be done by the station, the appropriation for its sup-

port by Congress should not be less than $15,000 per annum. In

addition to this, money will be needed for the purchase of land, erec-

tion of buildings, and equipment of the station. The station will,

therefore, need such financial assistance from the Territory of Porto

Rico as was given in the other States and Territories.

There are no results of experimental work to be reportc^d at this

time. This report is, therefore, chiefly confined to a stjit^mient of the

agricultural conditions and needs of the island as seen by the writer

in the course of such an agricultural survey as he has })een able to

make in the space of nine months.

AGEIGULTUEAL EESOUECES AND CAPABILITIES OF POETO EICO.

LOCATION AND EXTENT.

Porto Rico is situated between 65^^ and 67V east longitude and 18^

and 18^^ north latitude. It is therefore approximately 5^ south of

the Tropic of Cancer or well within the Torrid Zone. It is roughly,
11*^ east and 22° south of New York City, or 12° south })y 24°east from
New Orleans. The air-line distance from the island to New York City
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is about 1,400 miles, while the distance to New Orle>ans is slightly

greater.

In form the island is a parallelogram, with its long axis extending

almost due east and west. In extent it is *M\ miles wide by 100 miles

long, embracing an area of 8, BOO square miles.

CONFIOTJKATION.

The topography of the island consists chiefly of interior mountains

and coast border plains, the latter representing only about one-tenth

of the whole. The formation of the island is volcanic, the rocks con-

sisting principally of limestones, together with small amounts of

granite, marble, sandstone, and serpentine. The limestone varies

greatly in its character and hardness. In the interior it is usually of

a blue or grayish (•rystalline nature, and well adapted for burning into

lime, although })ut little used for this purpose. The surface of these

rocks is almost entirely disintegrated, forming a soil several feet in

depth, which giv(^s to the mountains a smooth appearance and fur-

nishes a good footing for vegetation. Along the marginal foothills

the limestone is of a white and chalky appearance, and is sponge-like

in texture. It is usually spoken of as coral limestone, and the cavities

often contain seashells. This coral limestone gives rise to foothills,

having very steep acclivities, and terminating in very sharp and

jagged points. The rocks are more exposed than in the interior, but

their porous nature furni.^es a good footing for plants, and the hills

are usually covered to their sunnnits with verdure. These rocks are

much used in the construction of roads.

The main backbone of the island exti^nds almost due east and west

and is fully two-thirds of the distance to the south side. The water-

shed of the north is therefore twice as extensive as that of the south,

and because of the greater rainfall on the former, the rivers are more
than correspondingly larger.

The coastal plain consists chiefly of level stretches of alluvial land

which in places takes on an undulating aspect. In a immber of places

this coastal plain is broken by the mountjiins coming directly to

the seashore. It rarely extends inland more than 5 miles and the

greatest breadth usually occurs at the mouth of the larger rivers.

The interior mounhiin country is cut b}^ numerous streams which

ramify in every direction and give rise to deep but very narrow val-

leys. The river bottom lands are in small irregular areas which occur

first on one side of the stream and then on the other as it sweeps the

valley from side to side in its course to the sea. In many places no

bottom lands are present, the valley being so narrow that it is occupied

only by the rocky bed of the river.

In a few instances the valleys widen out into a considerable area of

bottom lands. The most noted example of this is at Caguas, where
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occurs a considerable area of level land, now devoted to the g-rowing

of sugar cane. This, however, is supposed to have been a coastal

lagoon or lake, which became filled with sediment and was brought to

its present elevation (almut 250 feet) and position by the uplifting of

the island.

The mountains, while rugged, siuircely ever exceed 8,(MH) feet in ele-

vation. No topographic survey hivs ever l)een made of the island,

though one is much needed, and, constMiuently, reliable data as to

elevations are wanting. The highest eminence is attained on Kl fun-

que, in the northeast part of the island. Spanish maps give this

mountain an elevation of 4,087 feet, but other authorities give it as

much less, the mi!iimum l>eing 3,200 feet. These mountnins may be

considered nothing more than the j)eaks of a i)art of a great mountain

chain, which, if wholly emerged, would exceed in elevation any moun-
tains on the North American continent. To the north the shore of

the island drops off rapidly, and within less than 75 miles the water

attains a depth of 4,<)()0 fathoms, or more than 5 mih^s.

The elevations of Porto Rico are not sufficient to cause any marked
change in tempcniture, })ut owing to the prevailing direction of the

winds they have a marked effect on the distribution of the rainfall.

The combined influence of soil, minfall, and elevation, howev(»r, has a

marked effect upon the chamcter of the vegetation and makes clima-

tology a subject of vast importance.

SOILS.

The soils vary much both in formation and texture. About the

shore occurs a narrow fringe of coarse coral sand, which results chiefly

from the breaking down of the coral growth that is contiguously in

process in the waters near the shore. This soil, with its m^company-
ing salt-water (climate, is adapted to a companitively limit<^d flora, which
is quite distinct from that of the interior. Here the cocoanut palm,
yarey palm, and the sea gmpc* find a congenial home, and the soil

seems well adapted to the growing of pineapples*. Itordering this to

the landward are two types of soil, vtz, the mangrove swamps and the

playa plains. The former are swamp areas, which are about midway
between high and low tide In elevation and are, therefore, inundated
to the depth of about a foot by every rise of tide. The soil is often

made up of a mixture of the coral sand and the fitier material which is

brought down from the interior, together with much organic; matter
resulting from the decay of the falling leaves of the mangrove bushes,

which gives to the soil a black color. The soil is necessarily charged
with salt and has no economic value except for the pui^pose of future
reclamation by diking and pumping.
The soils of the playa plains, owing to the sources of their origin,

vary much in character. They are all alluvial, however, and brought

H. Doc. 334 25
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down from the interior. On the north side of the island they usually

consist of sandy loam, or loam which is underlaid at a depth of 12

inches by a medium clay. The}' are level, and when properly drained

and cultivated make excellent sugar and pasture lands. On the south

side of the island this soil is nnich deeper and usually more sandy as

well as darker in color. For the production of sugar it requires irri-

gation during the dry season.

Bordering the playa plains are the foothills or mountains, the soils

of which are dark in color. Farther inland, however, the soil is

usually of a heavy red clay. The soils are adapted to coffee, cijbrus

fruits, bananas, tobacco, and various other minor crops, the heavy

clays being especially well adapted to coffee.

The coral sands and the playa plains are so level that improved

machinery could be used to very good advantage in their cultivation,

but the interior country is so rugged that it prohibits the protitable

use of the most of our horse machinery.

The accompanying table gives the mechanical analysis of samples of

soil and subsoil from various parts of the island:

Mechanical anah^sis^ of hoUs and }infm)lli< from ]*orto Rico.
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26. 185918 Cayey, 6 miles W. Tobacco land, to 45. 9 8.10 1.74 5. 30 4.70 15. 32 12. 20 27. 10

18 inches.

5925 Rio Piedras Sandy soil, to 10
inches.

Tr. 3.76 1.02 19. 76 15. 60 25. 60 8.64 9.0M 1*5. 02

5926 do Snbsoil u n d e r

5925, 12 to 30
inches.

.7 5.14 1.66 12.28 11.46 2:?. 00 7.80 7.10 30.98

5916 Mayaguez Heavy loam, to
18 indies.

2.9 11.62 .46 1.9'2 1.42 5.50 7.80 29. IH 42. 26

6917 do Lowland, to 12
inches.

2.9 11.54 .26 .50 .32 1.16 1.34 18. (^ 6.5.80

5920 Yauco, 3 miles
SW.

Cane land, to 12

inches.
2.5 6.74 1.16 3.30 2. 40 7.82 7.42 23.30 48.20

5924 Ponce, 3 miles E.. Cane land, to 18
inches.

2.4 7.32 .46 1.88 1.58 5.84 ^.CA 29. 78 46. 38

5921 Mamayes post-
office.

Virgin forest, to
inches.

Tr. 15.24 .22 .44 .46 1.24 1.28 19. 4r) 61.18

5922 do Good coffee land,
to t) inches.

Tr. 10.06 .08 .34 .36 .70 1.04 12.74 75. 32

5923 do Snbsoil u n d e r

5922, 6 to 24
8.26 .00 .12 .14 .86 1.46 11.90 77.84

inches.

•Made by the Bureau of Soils, U. S. Department of Agriculture.

Sample No. 5918 is representative of the hillside soils of the Rio La
Plata which are used for tobacco. The analysis is of material smaller

than two millimeters in diameter, and tjikes no account of 45.9 per
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cent of ang^uhir gravel or broken stone which the sample contained.

This soil contains a considenible percentage of sand, which, together

with the contained stone, makes it loose and friable. It admits of the

ready permeation of mins, and retains moisture well.

Nos. 51^25 and aD^t) are soil and subsoil, respectively, from level

land at Rio Piedras which has been leased for (udtural experiments by

the stiition. Owing to its sandy nature it was considered especialh' well

adapted to the growing of animal crops, particularly vegetables. The
soil to 10 inches in depth is sufficiently sandy to make it easy of cul-

tivation, while the subsoil at 12 to HO inches contains sufficient day
to make it retentive of fertilizers and yet sand enough to make good

drainage comparatively easy.

Nos. 5iUT and 51»U) are from the land of the Agronomic Experiment

Stiition, which was maintained at Mayaguez by the Spanish (rovern-

ment from ISSD to 1SJ)7. This land, consisting of 7 acres, is of two
types a low, levid portion classed as a htMivy loam and adapU^d to the

growing of sugar cane and gniss, and a hilly part classed as a red clay.

Th(» latter is a heavy refnictx)ry clay, identical with that of the liest

coffee lands of the intcM'ior. It contains an aggregate of 3^ per cent

of sand and larger amounts of silt and clay. The content of organic

n)atter is not real, for in soils of this character the loss in heating to

loo C'.. is partly due to the loss of watcM* of crystallization. If of

higher elevation and farther removed from th<' coast this would l)e

typical coffee land.

Nos. 5i>'20, from near Yanco, and r>J)24 from near Ponce, are from
the heavier t3'pe of loam soils now used for the growing of sugar

cane on the south side of the island. ThtMr content of clay and silt is

sufficiently high to demand careful management in irrigation and
cultivation.

No. r)J)21 is the surface soil, to inches, from a virgin forest in

Mamayes. This soil is almost wholly silt clay and organic matter.

The high content of the lattcl* is due to a considerable coating of vege-

table mold, the result of the decaying leaves from the forest. This

land, when cleared, will be typical for coffee.

Nos. 5922 and 5928 are the soil and subsoil from a young coffee

plantation at Isolina, Mamayes. The soil is red in color and very
heavy in texture. It clings tenaciously to the sidehills, which are so

steep that good drainage is always afforded, and men with the torren-

tial rains is subject to but little washing. As will })e seen from the

analyses, this is a very heavy soil, and in case of the subsoil contains

less than 3 per cent of all grades of sand. It is considered represen-

tative of the best coffee lands of the interior. These analyses empha-
size the extremely heav}^ texture of the mountainous coffee lands, and
enable one to better understand why so little of the soil is carried away
from the steep slopes by the torrential rains.
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CLIUATEl

The climate of Porto Rico is chai'acterized by a very uniform tem-

perature, abundance of rain, plenty of sunshine, high relative humidity,

and moderate to slow wind movement. The mean annual temperature

for the island is about 78° F. The warmest weather occurs in July,

August, September, and October, and the coldest in January and

February. The difference in temperature, however, between the

hottest and coldest month is only about 8° F. The changes frbm day

to day and from month to month are so slight that they are scarcely

perceptible. The greatest annual different*e in temperature in different

parts of the island, as determined by seventeen United States Weather
Bureau stations in 1900, was only 4.8^ F. The mean temperature is

slightly lower in the elevated parts of the island than along the sea

shore. The weather is perpetual summer, with three hundred and.

sixty -five growing days in each year.

The annual rainfall varies greatly, attaining a maximum of 140 to 150

in(^hes in the northeast part of the island, near El Yunque, and a

minimum of about 40 inches in places near the southern coast.

The following table shows the monthly precipitation for each of four

localities on the island since the establishment of observations there by

the United States Weather Bureau. Prior to that period the only

continuous record is one that was kept at San Juan by the Spanish

Government. The mean of this station for twenty-six j^ears is as

follows: Temperature, 78.5°; rainfall, 54.51 inches.

Rainfall (inches) in Porto Rico aji recorded by tlie United States Weather Bureau, January,
1899, to December, 1901.

Locality.
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Hacienda Perla:

'

1899 7.19
12. 05
6.07

9.92
11.95
8.19

15.43
15.30
16.10

16.53
15.83
14.16

28.13
8.36
16.43

4.92
8.70

140 06
1900 18.70 il8.55

16.26 i25.34

151. 92
1901

Mean 8.44 3.17 7.32 ;16. 39 13.56 1
18. 45 18.39 10.02 15.61 15.51 117.64

San Juan:
1899 2.92

3.98
4.36

.80
2.13
.50

2.29
1.57
4.60

6.09
' 5.92
' .66

2.59
3.83
4.84

7.23
7.53
7.05

7.53
6.33
10.98

10.38
7.00
8.59

13.66
3.05
7.39

i

10.21 ill «l 2.10
2.39

77.61
1900 8.11

8.30
4.50
9.55

56 29
1901

Mean 3.74 1.14 2.82 1 4.22 3.75 7.27 8.28 8.66 8.03 8.87 8.63

Mayaguez:
i ;

1 I 14.41
ia.li
17.06

19.02
14.02
9.85

7.44
13.00

8. 73 3. .52

12.47 2.99
11.27 12.84
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4.201900 1.49
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1.06
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6.14 14.03
11.87 |10.44

83.57
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1
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Hacienda Armiatad:
1900 4.25

2.60
.80

1.14
1.00
2.63

i

1.10
i .32

2.80 16.30
6.30 i 4.84

5.50
j
2.20

1 6.03
I

4.80
7.97

4.46 1 3.83
6.30 13.97

4.22 51.26
1901

Mean 3.42 .97 1.81 ; .71 1 4.55 10.57 - I 4.12 6.38 5.38 8.90
1 i
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A stud}' of the above table shows that the montly minfall goes as

high as 33.58 inches and as low aj^ 0.50. A minfall of 10 or more
inches in twenty-four houi*s is not unioininon. In July of the present

year a rainfall of 17 inches in twenty-four horn's is recorded at Haci-

enda Perla and of 10 inches in twenty-four hours at Adjuntas. The
table also shows that the driest months of the year are January, Feb-

ruary, March, and Deceni))er. 'i lie dry season, Jis these months are

called, varies in time and duration from year to year and also varies

for different portions of the island. On the south side of the island

the dry season often contiiuies into the month of July. During the

present year the fields all along the south side of the island not under

irrigation were in a brown and parched condition as late as July 1.

Thi» prevailing wind is from the northeast, and in rising to pass over

the mountains it is cooled to such an cxttMit that a part of it^^ heavy

charge of humidity is condensed and falls as niin on the north side of

the island. It is for this reason that the minfall of the north slope so

far exeeeds that of the south. As a rule the rains occur as showers,

often tori-cntial in character, and most fiMHjuently in the afternoon.

Aft<M- the.rain the sun again shines and nature soon resumes normal

conditions. Owing to the torrential chamcter of the mins a large

part of th(* wat(M' finds its way into the streams, which rush madly
down the sti»ep slopes on their way to the ocean. The str(»ams rise

very quickly and often become such raging torrents that it is impossi-

ble to cross them, and there is nothing for the travehu- to do but to

wait for them to subside, which they usually do in a few hoars. Dur-
ing the rainy season, however, the showers may be so frequent that

the streams will continue v(»ry high for seveml days, thus stopping for

the time all comnuuii<*ation between different part^ of the island.

Excepting on the first-chiss roads th(» streams are without bridges, and
even here some of these have ))een destroyed by the floods and will

have to be replaced at a cost of many thousands of dollars.

Fogs are very common in the mountains during the early morning
and often settle in the valleys so as to entirely obscure the view of one
standing on the mountain top.

As a whole the climate is healthful. There is usually a breeze, and
though the temperature is uniformly high it is seldom excessively

warm or oppressive. With a little care people from the temperate
climate need have no fear of disastrous results from the climate. It

is well to avoid the sun between 11 and 2 o'clock, for at that time of

the day it is almost directly overhead and very hot.

8AK1TABT COKDITIOKS,

In the cities and towns the sanitary conditions are very bad because
of the lacik of city water and sewerage, and the prevalence of vaults

that have been in use for seveml hundred years. (PI. XXXIII, fig. 1.)
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In the larger places, however, these foul conditions are being amelio-

rated by the installation of waterworks and sewerage, together with

sanitary plumbing.

Each house usually has a water-tight cistern, which collects the niin

water from the roof that is used for culinary and drinking purposes.

Before usingthis water is passed through an earthen-ware filter to insure

its purity. Since water is so often the conveyor of diseases, especially

of fevers in tropical countries, it is well to boil all water used for

drinking, thus destroying all germs that it may contain.

The laundering is practically all done in the streams. (PI. XXXill,
tig. 2.) The laundress takes her pack of clothes on her head and

wends her way to the nearest stream, where she sits on a rock and

washes the clothes directly in the water. The clothes are afterwards

spread on the dry rocks or the near-by bushes to di'y. This universal

habit of washing in the streams practically prohibits the using, with

safety, of river water for drinking.

The houses are usually })uilt upon piles or posts, })eing elevated 2

or more feet above the ground, thus giving them })etter ventilation

and drier conditions as well as lessening the intrusion of vermin and

insects. Many of the huts of the very poor, however, are l)uilt directly

on the ground and without any floors, the occupants sleeping in ham-

mocks or sometimes on the ground.

The native Porto Rican is nuich opposed to the night air, and there-

fore upon retiring he closes all of his windows and doors as tighth' as

possible. As large families often occupy a single room the air becomes

very foul. It is believed that good ventilation, even in the night,

would be conducive to better sanitary conditions.

The diet of the people varies greatly. For the verv poor it con-

sists of what they can most easily obtain with the least expenditure of

either money or energy. Native fruits that grow practically wild

often form a large part of their living. Kice and beans are two staple

foods, and are found on the table of the rich as well as the poor. The
people who can afford it eat much meat, and oils and lard are very

freely used in cooking. It seems probable that animal foods are used

to a much greater extent than is conducive to the best of health,

especially in so warm a climate. Vegetables and maize should replace

a part of the present meat diet of the people.

Naturally very little clothing is necessary, and the children of the

poor, often to the age of 10 years, dispense with it.

It is not strange that in the North, where the winters are long and

cold, that some people should be unable to supply the necessaries of

life, but it seems almost incredible that in a tropical country, where

planting and sowing can be practiced every day in the } ear, and where

land is plenty, the mass of the people should be poverty stricken.

Such, however, is the case in Porto Rico, and the reason is not on the

surface of things, but is down in the primitive foundation of society.
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LABOR.

The labor problem is one which the Northern man will find more or

less jx>rplexing. While the wages of laln^rers are low, it is doubtful

after all if it will l)e found eheap. The aj^rieultunil lalK)rer in Porto

Kico is as a rule ignorant and iniskilled. He has no interest in the

work he is ])erforming for his employer, and conse<jU<*ntly recjuires

constant supervision, otherwise he will either not work or will do

things wrong. He has no desire to rise in the world or to aiTumulate

a small property, even for a home, and when he gets a few days' wages
ahead he prefers to stop work until he has spont them. There is much
to be done in improving the energy and skill of the agricultural laborer.

There are great numbers of men who know how to do nothing but

wield a mach(»te or a hoe. %Many of them have never driven an ox
team or harnessed a horse, and to do the latter properly would for

them be an absolute im|X)ssibility. The tniining of these ignomnt
people in the use of the spade, scythe, ax, i)runing knife, spniying

apparatus, and the opemtion of hand and horse machinery means a

revolution in the agriculture of the island, and an output of product*^

never before ecpialed in its four hundred years of Spanish rule and
history.

TRANSPORTATION.

Intimately related to the agricultural development of the island is

the development of tmnsportation facilities. This naturally divides

itself into interior and exterior transporUition, but it is the former
which most concerns the people of the island. The latter will be pro-

vided for them when the demand for it is sufficient to justify, but the

former must be provided for by the expenditure of sevenil millions of

dollars, which must ultimately come from the sources that are thereby

b(»netited. The crying need throughout the island is for roadsand more
roads. At present the construction and maintenance of roads is entirely

vested in the insular government, the districts, barrios, and nmnici-

palities having no responsibility in them whatsoever. Quite an elab-

orate system of first, second, and third class roads have been laid out

for the island, but a number of years will necessarily elapse before
these roads can be constructed, and even when completed there will

still })e an urgent demand for still further road building in order to

reach all of the people.

The topographical character of Poiio Rico makes road building

comparatively expensive, and the torrential rains make prompt repairs

and maintenance imperative or they soon go to destruction.

To give an idea of the cost of road construction in the island, atten-

tion is called to the present military road extending from the capital

to Ponce and Guayama, together with a few shorter sections in various

other places. These roads, built under the Spanish Government,
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aggregate 167.7 miles, and cost approximately ^,485, (AM), or at the

mean rate of about $22,000 per mile. (See PI. XXXIV, figs. 1 and 2.)

This is all first-class road, but fully one-third of it is on nearly level

country, and required very little grading. The roadbed is macadam
and of excellent surface, but is usually only sufficiently wide for

ox carts to pass. Since American occupancv, al)()ut $l,000,iM)0 have

been spent on roads under the military govermnent, and the present

insular budget carriers an appropriation of about $700,000 for roads out

of a total appropriation for all running expenses of the government

amounting to only $2,000,000.

The system of roads as now planned, including those already con-

structed, embraces 874 miles. On the basis of the form(»r cost, $22,000

per mile, it will require about $14,000,000 to complete the system.

Under the present management, however, and in view of the fact that

part of these roads are second and third class, the total cost will prob-

ably be much reduced. It would seem advisable that, for the exten-

sion of this S3^stem so as to reach all the people, the island be divided

into road districts, with a superintend(»nt in charge of each. There

should be a poll tax, with the option of working out the same on the

roads under the direction of the supeiintendent. A small amount of

labor on the present bridle paths might at least make them passable*,

whereas they are now at times impassible on account of the lack of

care. The interior of the island is filled with idle men who could work
almost any number of days on the roads with very little inconven-

ience to themselves, and much to thcMr own and the island\s ultimate

advancement.

In railways the island is quite as deficient as in roads. The steam

railways consist of disconnected sections, as follows: From San Juan
to Carolina, San »Juan to Camuey, Aguadilla to Hormigueros, Ponce

to Yauco, aggregating in all 185 miles. There is an electric-car line

from San Juan to Rio Piedras, 7 miles distant, and a horse tramwa}^

in the town of Mayaguez.

There are now areas aggregating 50,000 acres of land in a body for

which there are no means of getting their produce to market except on

the heads of peons or backs of mules and horses. No road passable b}^

even an ox cart is accessible to them. Such conditions place a handi-

cap on agricultural development and confines it to lines requiring the

minimum amount of interior transportation.

LAND VALUES AND TAXATION.

Under Spanish regime most of the revenues were acquired by a con-

sumption tax, and was therefore borne by the poorer classes. Under
an American administration, however, it was found advisable to make
a radical change in this respect, and therefore a property tax has been
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levied, with a marked increa.se rate of internal-revenue tax on liquors,

cigars, etc.

Formerly the landowners paid no tax on their holdings, and as a

consequence many proprietors held large lK)dies of undeveloptnl and

unused land with no expense. The present nu^thod of taxation makes

the ownership of land an expense, and will probably result in causing

much of the land either to bt* used for agricultunil purposes or to l)e

placed upon the market. Where lands are not on the market and not

bein<if bought or sold it is difficult to (|uote prices. In ageneml way,

how( ver, tluMe is very little land that can be purchased for less than

if10 per acre, even when remote from roads and without improvements.

Near good roads or near tlie towns and cities the prices advance.

Cane lands vary in pricc^, from ^70 t^) 2(H) pt»r acre, according to kind

and condition; coffee lands without coffee on them from !() to $80,

and with coffee trees in bearing, from $50 to $150, according to kind,

location, and improvements. Tht»re are very few coffee plantations,

howtner, that under the pres(»nt depression for that crop can not be

bought for $I(K) per ac!*e, and th(»re are many that can be purchased

at $<>0 to $70 per acre. Pasture lands range from $15 to$(>0 per ju*re,

and will pro}>ai)ly advance in i>rice b(»cause th(\v ari^ oft<Mi luhipted to

sugar, which industry is now in a flourishing condition.

The present law provides for a tiix on lands and iKMsonal property of

one-half per cent of their assessed value for insular pur|>oses, and not

to exceed an additional half per cent for h)cal or nuinicipal purposes.

The assessed value is very nearly the actual or mark(»t value.

Land titles in Porto liico are very poorly d<»Kned, and for many
tracts no records are obtainable. This mak(»s the transfer of property

very troublesome and the title in lands more or l(»ss uncertain.

There are considerable an»as of Crown lands in th(» island, scattered

about from the shores to the interior mountains, but the records relat-

ing to them are inconq)lete. A list of such lands, as given in the report

of the conunissioner of the interior for Porto Kico, while acknowl-

edged to be incomplett^ shows an aggregate of 100,000 acres. The
Crown lands presumably belong to the Federal Govei'nment, but no
action has thus far been ttiken in regard to their disjwsal. It is very

essential to have a complete record of lands in Porto Rico, both pri-

vate and public, put into the care of a competent office. All lands,

and all future changes likewise, should be recorded. If necessary, a

survey should be made establishing the })oundaries of all parcels of

land. When Congress takes up the adjustment of this matter it is

suggested that a parcel of the public domain be designated for a for-

estry reserve, and that a limited area be also set aside for the expert

ment stations to be used for agricultural experiments.
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AOBICTTLTUBAIi PRODUCTION.

Porto Rico is almost purely an agricultural country. Statistics

show that of the exports during many years past 95 to 9() per cent

were agricultural products. The chief exports are coffee, sugjir,

tobacco, and live stock, in the order named. The following table*

shows the important exports of commodities exceeding $50,000 in

value for the years 1894, 1895, and 1899:
<•

Krj)()rfi< of commodities exceeding
'f50,000 in lSff4, 1895, and JS99.

Articles,

Coffee
Sugar
Molasses
Leaf tobacco
Cattle
Hides and skins

1M94. I8yr>.

(Quantities. V:ilues.
j
Quantities. Values.

Poundx.
5(), 5()7, 159

100,72;^, (-.99

15, 957, 25;{

3, 369, nit)

4,306
762,197

Dollar8.

11,49<),0H2

3, ltl9, 895
244, 4«»6

619,474
166,212
63, 389

Pouvffs.
40,243,<;93

132,147,277
i

35,219,82;^ i

3,()<*)5,051
!

3.674
616, 884

1899.

Quantities. ! Values.

Dollm-H.
5,164.210
2, (i70. 288

647, 373
;^31,7'29

»> 852, 167

71,975

Dollurs. Pottnda.
9,159,985 45,328,2<)8

3,m5,741 99,1(K),293

539, 571 •3,415.a58
673, 787 3, 313, 5;i4

141.816
53, 799

• Gallons. »' Cattle are not shown separately; includes all animals

Of the totid exports of the island for the years 1887-1891, inclusive,

28.7 per cent went to the United States, 2^1.4 per cent to Spain, and 19

per cent to Cui)a, with lesser amounts to various other countries, and

for the five years ending 1896, 24.8 per cent went to Spain, with 23i

to Cuba, and 15.8 to the United States. Of the total imports of the

island for the years 1887 to 1891, inclusive, 24 per cent were received

from the United States, 2S per cent from Spain, with approximately

21 pel' cent from the United Kingdom, and lesser amounts from vari-

ous other countries. For the five years ended 1896, the percentages

are as follows: Spain, 82^; United States, 24; United Kingdom, 13.

Since American occupancy, however, this order of importation and

exportiition has ])een very much modified and we find that for the year

1899, 40 percent of the imports were received from the United States,

with 20 per cent from Spain and 17 per cent from the United Kingdom,

and for the same year, 34 per cent of the exports were sent to the

United States, with 21 per cent to France, 13 per cent to Cuba, and

only 10 per cent to Spain. During the first year of civil government,

ended April 30, 1901, 80 per cent of the imports were received from

the United States and 64.6 per cent of the exports went to the same

source. This shows a marked increase between the trade of Porto

Rico and the United States and we can safely predict that it will con-

tinue to increase until 90 or more per cent of both the export and

import trade will be between the island and the States. During the

years 1887 to 1891, the mean annual excess of imports over the

* Figures from Monthly Summary of Commerce of the Island of Porto Rico, April,

1900, War Department.
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exports was )|nI,<s63,478 and for the following five years the mean was

Of the imports, slightly more than 40 |hm- cent are agricultural prod-

ucts, much of which might he |)rcKUicedon the islands, thereby reduc-

ing the amount of im|X)rts p(»rhaps to a less value than the exix)rt»4,

greatly to the iKMietit of the island. Kice heads the list of imports,

and in 1SJ)5 reached the enormous amount of 74, 145,04(> inmnds. valued

at ^2,27l,Sli>. Other agricultuml imports for the same year, in the

order of their value, are: Hog [)r(Klucts, $1,274,(U8; wheat flour,

*l,02:3.iU>4; wines, JMHl,53i); vegetables, *4<M),(>fH); cheese, *:^37,790,

and canned goods, $178,58(».

Of the nonagricultural imports cotton fal)rics lead, wMth a value of

$2,O7O,0(>7, and are followed l)y fish, vahu>d at $1,JMS,107.

In speaking of the present financial condition of Porto Rico, the

Secretary of the Treasury reports as follows:

Without a dollar of fiintU'd or tloatiii<r indebtiHlnt'SP, with a nirrt'iit inooino i»Hti-

mated as suthcient to meet the ordinary expcnfH'H of the ^joveriiinent, with hirjje

reserve fundn to provide for unforeHt»en or extniordinary contiiij^eneieH, and with a

hj^hter burden of taxation u|Km the real eeononde life of the island than at any time

in its past history, there seems every reas<jn for re^rdinj? tlie finaneial future of

Porto Rico as bright and auspicious.

Stjitistics show a small falling oft' in both exports and imports for

th(^ past two years as compared with those preceding iSW. This, how-

ever, is accounted for by the great damage which was done to the cof-

fee and other industrii»s of the island by the hurricane* of August,

1899. The plantations were tem])onirily ruined, and the value of

export cofl'ee for the year was reduced to ai)out half its normal, with

large reductions also in sugar and tobacco. The (»xports of coffee for

1899 are for the calendar year, and a large amount of it is from the

crop of 1898. In 190(K the coffee exportations reached the very low

value of al)out $2,500,000. It recpiires considerable time for a coffee

grove to recuperate after being so severely damaged. The ci*()p for

1901 reached nearly its normal amount, but will be much reduced in

value because of the very low price at which it will have to be placed

upon the market. In the years prec(»ding 1898 the island found a

market in France, Spain, Italy, and various other F^uropean countries

for the greater part of its coffee, at prices ranging from 20 to 35 events

per pound. During the present year, however, the price received for

Porto Rican coffee averages about 12 cents, or less than half the aver-

age price for ten years preceding 1898.

AGBICTTLTTJBAL CONDITIONS.

Agriculture in Porto Rico is primitive and backward. Little is

known relating to the growing of any crops other than coffee, sugar, and
tobacco, and the cultural methods of these three are very poor. There
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is a dearth of skilled labor and an excess of the poorest anc^ iiiost igno-

rant kind. Improved implements of any sort are rarely used. The
roads for getting produce to the local markets and to the seaports are

so few that the cost of transportation often exceeds the market value.

The home market is limited and the facilities for export transportation

are not suitable for peiishable produce. Better transportation is

imperative. There is need of the introduction of improved machinery

as well as of seeds, plants, and animals to take the place of those

that are now so deteriorated through lack of selection and proper care

that they are valueless. There is a good tield for the development of

some of the tropical fruits by selection, breeding, and better methods

of management and their introduction into good markets. Last, but

not least, the people should be taught and encouraged to adopt improved

methods and fit themselves for a more intelligent management of

agricultural atl'airs. There is great need for capital for the proper

development of the island's resources and there is need for American

enterprise to push things. It must be borne in mind that the great

mass of the people are very poor and the island is therefore not a

desirable place for an American of small means to go unless he

knows beforehand that he will be protitabh^ employed. There are

many more people there waiting for emplo\^ment than places to })e

filled. Capital, however, if judiciously invested and properly managed

should give sure returns at a good rate of interest. Under the descrip-

tions and conditions of crops brief suggestions of th(* possible oppor-

tunities for investments in each will be given.

According to a recent estimate the agricultural lands are grouped

as follows:

Arn'tKje ({f cnltiratcd <ni(l unrultirated l<t)ni>i in Porto Rico.

Lands planted with—
I

Acres.

Sugar oano SO, 034

(\)fTee ISO. 289
Tobacco lo. 321

Miscellaneous 104,059

Pastunige 1 , 2(K), 693

Woodland 3 IH, 897

Brush lands 25, (559

Not cultivated

Total ; 1,932,855

Acrfit.

82, 678
166,164
13,704

201,815
1,203,206

165, 671

138,348

1,971,586

The above figures are taken from the reports of Mr. Juan B. Rodri-

guez, in his reports to the secretary of the interior for Porto Rico.

The most striking change from 1900 to 1901 is the increase in acreage

of miscellaneous crops of nearly 100 per cent. The percentage of lands

under actual cultivation for the first year was only 18.9 and for the last

.year 23.5.
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Arett*.(lHltiviite(i in principiil cro})8 in acr€»—fntm the cenmut nf 1899,

Crop. rr.p.

Coffee 197,031 j MalanKHK.
Sugar

.

Bananas
Sweet potatfH-'s.

Corn

72. 146
69,380
37,109
18.093

Rice.
• Tolmcco . ,

.

;
Coeoanuts.
y«ni«

12.256
8.667
5.963
5,447
2,098

Theae figures differ (juite materially from those of Mr. Rodriguez

in the above table, but it must Iw borne in mind that the census was

tjiken in November and December, 1899, while Mr. Rodriguez's figures

are probably for the fisciil year ended June 30, 19(K). The marked

difference in acreage of tobacco, for example, is probably due to the

fact that at the time the census wjis taken the tolmcco for the fiscal

year had not been planted, and the acreage as repoi-ted was probably

for the crop that had been harvestc^d several months earlier.

COFFEE.

Coffee is by far the most important crop of the island, and as an

article of export has exceeded in value that of all other exports com-

bined. The cultivation of coffee was intnxluced into Porto Rico by

emigrants from the island of Haiti. In 1708 the King issued a royal

cedula giving to Porto Rico a monopoly of the cultivation of coffee,

and relieving or exempting the growers from the payment of any

taxes for a period of five years. In 1770 the island produced 7,280

pounds, and in 177G, 11,262 pounds. In 1850, or three-fourths of a

century later, the yield had increased a hundredfold, or to 11,783,084

pounds. The lack of suitable market and the time required for coffee

to come into full bearing offered very little inducement for planters

to extend its cultivation, and progress was consequently slow. In 1870

the United States opened its ports to free coffee. This proved a

marked stimulus to the Porto Rican grower, and for a short time

large shipments were made to the States. Very little attention was

paid to quality, and as the island could not compete with Bmzil in

price, the market remained for the latter and Porto Rico found a

better market in southern Europe.

Quantity and value of coffee exported from Porto Rico during each calendar yearfrom 1887
to 1896, inclume.

Calendar year.

1887
188h
1889
1890
1891

Annual average,
1887-1891 ,

Quantity
(pounds).

27,670,000
61,202,000
37,238,000
43,909,000
41,726,000

40,349,000

Values.

S3. 391, 000
6,275,000
4,564,000
5,382,000
6,112,000

4,945,000

Calendar vear.

1892.
1893.
1894.
1895.

Quantity
(pounds).

47,354,000
49,250,000
50,507,000
40,244,000
58,780.000

Values.

$9,122,000
11.205,000
11.496,000
9.160,000
13,379,000

Annual average,
1892-1896 49, 279, 000 10, 872, 000
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The above table shows a gradual growth in the exportation of coffee

for the ten years ended in 1896. In this year it reached a maximunj
of over 58,000,000 pounds, with a value of over thirteen and a third

million dollars, or a mean average price of nearly 23 cents per pound.

This is a very satisfactory showing and in marked contrast to the

present much-depressed condition, which has resulted from a combi^

nation of the following circumstances: (1) The loss of the European

market largely through the war with Spain and the resulting transfer

of the island to the United States: (2) the great damage to the planta-

tions by the cyclone of August, 1891), and the time and capital required

to recover from it; and (3) the very crude method used in the pro-

duction of coffee. By the introduction of modern methods in the

cultivation of coffee and the adoption of good business methods in

introducing it into the market of the States on its merit there should

be a good future for coffee.

The present methods of cultivation are very primitive and consist

chiefly of transplanting volunteer trees from old groves to new tiolds

and providing shade by growing trees suited to the purpose. It is

common to plant shade trees several years in advance of setting the

young coffee trees, and if the shade from them is not sufficient when
the coffee tree is to be set temporary shade is provided by planting

bananas. The young trees for planting the new groves are volunteer

plants which spring from the berries that fall to the ground and are

not gathered. These volunteer trees thus represent no selection.

They usually grow in dense shade, and are consequently spindling

and lacking in the form and vigor which is desirable for nursery stock.

These trees, usually about a foot in height, are set in the new fields

at irregular intervals, varying from 5 to 10 feet, and without any

regard for rows or symmetry. Two trees are usually set in each hole,

so that if one perishes another will remain. If both grow, they are

allowed to remain, each interfering with the proper development of

the other. While the trees are small the soil is occasionally stirred

about them with a machete and the weeds are cut down with this same
instrument.

No attempt is made to control the form of the tree by pruning or

to protect it from the ravages of insects and diseases by spraj'ing or

by other methods. The shade is often too dense, and no effort is made
to reduce it by pruning the shade trees. This neglect results in tall,

spindling, shapeless coffee trees that require from five to seven years

to come into bearing. After the trees begin to bear volunteer trees

spring up, many of which are allowed to grow until the groves often

become a dense thicket, through which the coffee pickers pass with

difficulty. Under these conditions the fruit is largely borne on the

tops of the trees, which makes the gathering slow and laborious.

As a rule, too much shade is provided and it is a question if the
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coffee could not l)e grown without shade. The trees best suited for

the shadinfjf of coffee are recognized as the '^Guamd, Guava, Moca,

Hucare, and banana/' The first two are considered superior to the

others, a fact which ma}' be attributed to their being leguminous trees

and possil)ly furnishing nitrogen for use of the coffee trees.

Coffee is grown chiefly in the interior of the island on the mountain

slopes and is confined largel}' to the west half of the island. The most

prominent municipal coffee districts are Utuado, Las Marias, Maricao,

Lares, Ciales, Adjuntas, Mayaguez, San Sebastian, Ponce, and Yauco,

in the order named. These ten districts produce 00 per c^nt of all

the coffee grown in the island. The Utuado district leads the list

with about 17,000 acres and is nearly the center of the coffee area.

The soil conditions vary much from lo(*ality to locality, and even

on one plantation wide differences often occur. C/offee is very sus-

ceptible to soil changes, and many large estates are in part only

suited to the growing of coffee. This relation between soil and crop

does not seem to have been well understood l)y the native planter, for

many acres have been planted on lands that are poorly adapted to the

growing of coffee solely because of the character of the soil. The bes:

coffee is always found on soils of heavy texture, i. e., soils that arv^

classed as clay loams or clay, and which continue heavy in texture to

a depth or 3 or more feet. If the depth of heavy soil is 2 feet or

less and is underlaid by stone, sand, or gravel the coffee becomes

poorer, as the underlying coarse material comes nearer the surface.

Sand or sandy loam never produces good coffee except it >)e nearly

level and well fertilized. While the red clays are considered the best

coffee lands, it is doubtful if the color has any l)earing on their qual-

ity. The red indicates the presence of plenty of iron, which may be

an important factor, but it is more likely to be the cx)incidenco of the

red color usually accompanying the heavy clays. The coral limestone

along the north border of the mountains breaks down into a fertile

soil well suited to bananas, citrus fruits, and minor crops, and when
very fertile may produce good coffee, but such soils are not to be

compared with the heavy red soils further inland. The dark-colored

soils on the southern slope, especially those about Adjuntas and Yauco,

are also excellent for coffee. It is claimed by some that the black

soils produce greater yields than the red, but that the latter produces

coffee of the best quality and trees of the longest life.

The coffee tree in Porto Rico is said to attain its maximum produc-

'ng power at the age of about twelve years and continues in good

bearing condition to the age of fifty years. Trees are reported at the

age of eighty-two years only 2 to 3 inches in diameter, and in

good bearing condition. Wherever the soil conditions are not favor-

able to the coffee trees they are badly infested by a leaf miner and

affected by scale insects and fungus diseases.
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The cyclone of August 8, 1899, wrought great damage to the coffee

plantations. The terrific wind broke the large shade trees, which, fall-

ing across the smaller coffee trees, not only bore them to the ground
but obstructed passage thi'ough the plantiitions and allowed the sun

to beat down on foliage that had previously been Aery nmch shaded.

The wind swayed the trees so furiously that man\^ of their roots were

either loosened or broken, while the deluge of water swept the surface

and carried seaward vast amounts of organic matter, loose soil, and

fertility, thus greatly depleting the soil. In places the deluge was so

great that considerable areas of land, accompanied by the shade and

coffee trees, slid from the mountain sides to the bottoms of the val-

leys, leaving only the l)are rocks of the mountair)s. The sun poured

into the groves onto slender trees that had always been accustomed to

shade, and the effect on the foliage, the trunks, and the groimd com-

bined was very disastrous. As a result, the plantations, probably

ahrays showing nmch variation, are more spotted than formerly.

What were formerly good trees are now, in many cases, barely alive,

having only a few scattering leaves on their tops and bearing no

fruit. The great damage caused the coffee lands through the violent

washing and depletion of the soil has in many instances been again to

the sugar planter. His fields are now more fertile than for years pre-

ceding the cyclone, as a result of the rich deposits of sediment which

they received. The mean yield of coffee in Porto Rico is abnormally

low, being about 2 quintals a cuerda, i. e., 200 pounds per aero.

By the adoption of modern methods of planting and cultivation there

is scarcely a doubt but that the yield can be doubled and it can prob-

ably be increased by five times, or 1,000 pounds per acre. On a basis

of 1,000 pounds per acre, even at only 10 cents per pound, coffee

growing should be very renumerative.

SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT.

Improvement of the coffee plantations will be attempted along two
lines: First, the improvement of the old groves by reducing the shade,

thinning and pruning the trees, and giving cultivation and fertilization;

second, the adoption of a more rational system in the planting and care

of young groves. That too much shade is used now is shown by the

fact that the best and most productive coffee trees occur about the

margin of the plantations or in open spaces where the shade is incom-

plete and where, for a portion of the day at least, the coffee trees

enjoy the full sunlight.

The statement that coffee can probably be successfully grown in

Porto Rico without shade does not mean that the shade can be all

removed from the present plantations, nor that the young trees can

be transferred from the shade of the old groves to the full sunlight of
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new fields without practit*allj' all perishing. Such a radic*al change

would result disastrously to the plants.

In reference to new plantations the first step should be the selection

of seed with reference to the improvement of the trees. Seed should

be selected from the vigorous, best-formed and nu)st prtwluctive trees.

It should then be planted in suibible seed beds provided with artificial

shade which can be removed by degrees. As the young trees grow,

the shade should be gradually removed as they seem a!)le to adapt

themselves to the sunlight. If the shade can be all removed without

injury to the j-oung ti*ees they can certjiinly be transferred to the

fields without great lt)ss and will probably continue growing without

shade. Only the vigorous and well-forme<l plants should })e plantiHl,

and all should be plantc^d on soils well adapted to the production of

coflfee. Planting should be made in conformity to some syst<»m. The
trees should be set in rows, at h*ast one way, and at a uniform dis-

tance of about 7 feet apart. If the hind iN st(»ep a small terrace should

])e made about the tree. As good and thorough cultivation should lie

given as is consistent with the slope of the ground and the character

of the rainfall. A high state of cultivation might permit washing of

the soil and consetpient damage by loss of fertility and would be worse

than no cultivation. The trees should be pruned to some system in

conformity to its nature of growth and the conveni(»!K-e of gathering

the coffee. If there is a tendency to grow too tall they should l)e

topped.

Such a system should not only make a nmch fincM* apiKMiring planti-

tion than the old haphazard way of doing, but the sup(»rior ti*ees

should reach a bearing age earli(»r and produce far more than under

the old method. On the above ])asis an acre would contain HH\) trees,

which at the low estimated yield of li pounds of eotfee for eiu'h,

would give 1,111 pounds per acre. Such a yield in comparison with

tlie present one of 200 pounds per acre would certiinly be very satis-

factory and justify the additional expenses involved by the improved

method.

The above method is being tested by Mr. J. W. Van I^enhoff, of

Lsalina, in cooperation with the agricultural experiment station.

While the indications are thus far good, no d(»finite assertions can be

made as to the success or failure of the method until the trees approach

a bearing age.

If the ground needs a covering in order to prevent its washing, it

is the purpose to sow some low-growing leguminous crop, keeping it

cut away from the immediate vicinity of the young trees and using

the cuttings for market. If the crop can not be economically used

for forage it should be allowed to decay on the ground, thus increasing

its fertility.

H. Doc. 334 26
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MARKET.

Low prices for coffee are responsible in part for the present depres-

sion to the industry in Porto Rico. Every effort should be made to

introduce the coffee into the States on its merit under the name of

^'^ Porto Rico." The coffee is of excellent quality and when known it

will undoubtedly replace a part of the fancy tmde that is now supplied

by Mocha and Java. This can be brought about by organization and a

systematic handling of the product.

SUGAB.

'The production of sugar in Porto Rico is at present in a very

flourishing condition, and considerable capital from the States is being

invested in lands and in the construction of large ''centrals." It is

estimated that the amount of export sugar for 1901 will reach 100,000

tons.

'

The area of land suited for the production of sugar is capable of

being more than doubled, and by the introduction of better machinery

for the extraction of the sugar and }>etter methods of cultivation of

the cane, it is safe to say that the output of sugar by Porto Rico will

reach a maximum of about 300,000 tons annually.

Quantity and value of sugar exported from Porto Rico during each calendar year from
1887 to 1896, inclusive. *

Calendar year.

1887
1H88
1889
1890
1891

Annual average
1887-1891

Quantity
(pounds).

178, n(',,lX)0

i:Ui,t):)8,(KX)

140,23(),(X)0

128, 289, (HK)

10t>,029,00()

137,8()r),000

Value.

«5, 068, 000
3,888.000
8, 990. 000
3. 6.^>0. 000
3.017,000

3, 923, 001)

Calendar year.

1892
1893
1894
1895
1896

Annual average
1.S92-1890

Quantity i

(pounds), i

148,361,000 '

94,992,tHX)

106,724.000
!

132,147,000
:

122,946.000

Value.

»:i897,000
2,481,000
3,170,000
3.906,000
3,604.000

121.035.000 3.484,000

•Table from Bulletin 13. Section of Foreign Markets, r. S. Dept. of Agriculture.

The above table shows that the heaviest exportation of sugar occurred

in 1887; that it steadily decreased for a number of years thereafter,

reaching a minimum of about 1)5,000,000 pounds in 1893, with a value

of less than half that of the year 1887. The average exportations for

the first five years are considerably greater than for the last five. In

addition to sugar, molasses has also been exported to an avemge value

of about $500,000 annually. At the present writing there are many
old sugar estates that have been abandoned, the lands turned out to

pasture, and the buildings in a state of ruins. These estates were

mostly limited in extent and equipped with old machinery, which was

not at all suited to carry on high-grade manufacturing of sugar. The
lands were often too wet to give good results, and this, together with
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the poor equipment, has given rise to their abandonment With bet-

ter machinery and adequate land drainage, all of these abandoned estates

will undoubtedly be again planted to sugar in the course of a few years.

The abandonment of these estates has undoubtedly caused an increased

activity in the production of live stock, and we find, therefore, that

the value of live-stock exports has increased from $142,000 in 1896 to

$852,000 for the year 1899.

The great damage caused to the coffee lands by the cyclone of August,

1899, through the excessive washing and consequent depletion of the

soil fertility, was a great benefit to the sugar lands. A considerable

part, of the sediment carried by the deluge of water which spread over

and inundated the most of the low lands was deposited there, often to

a foot in depth. This rich deposit has in a great measure restored the

sugar lands to their former fertility.

Notwithstanding the prosperous condition of the sugar business and

the fact that its management is in a more advanced stage than that of

almost any other product of the island, there is still room for great

improvement in both its cultural and manufacturing aspect (See PI.

XXXV, figs. 1 and 2.) The cane fields are usually well planted and

kept comparatively free of weeds, but tbe cost of growing an acre of

cane laid down at the mill, $40, is much greater than it should be.

This price is, of course, for the first year, and includes the cost of plow-

ing, planting, and cultivation as well as that of harvesting. It is a

common practice togrow several rattoon crops, and these cost much less

for production, because no plowing and planting are required. The
yield from the rattoon crop, however, is less than for the first crop,

and grows less and less each year. It is not uncommon to allow fields

to produce four or five consecutive rattoon crops, and instances are

recorded where as many as twenty have been grown. A reduction in

the cost of planting and harvesting the first crop will tend tb reduce

the number of rattoon crops, and thereby increase the average yield.

The number of rattoon crops allowable depends entirely upon the rela-

tive profit to be derived from them.

The drainage of the cane lands is often insufficient to give good
results, and when good drainage is provided it is in the form of open

ditches, which are expensive to keep in repair. A more rational, sat-

isfactory, efficient, and, in the long run, cheaper method would be to

underdrain the cane lands by the use of tile drains. Tile draini^
once well installed would last for practically all time to come. It

would do away with the annual cost for reconstruction and repairs of

ditches, and, besides being more efficient in restoring to cultivation

the areas formerly occupied by ditches, it would also facilitate the use

of more improved machinery for cultivation. The planting season for

cane extends over a considerable portion of the year. The lai^e plant-
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ing, or ''grain culture" as it is called, takes place in October and the

canes are harvested fifteen months later. Plantings are also made in

February, March, April, and May, the canes being cut a year later.

The harvesting and grinding season continues from January to June,

a period of about five months. The seed cane planted for the " small

culture" in February to May consists of the top two or three joints cut

from the cane that is being harvested for sugar. The cane at this

season of the year is said to be so ripe and dry that only these top

joints are capable of producing new plants. The seed for the ''grain

culture" is obtained from the early plantings of the year, and in this

case the whole cane is used for sfeed, it being so green that all joints

will produce new plants.

No efforts are made toward improving the quality of cane by selec-

tion. Presumably, there are as great possibilities in improving cane

as has been realized in the case of sugar beets during the past ten or

fifteen years.

Two systems- of planting are in vogue. On the north side of the

island, where the rainfall is abundant, irrigation is not practiced and

drainage is essential. There the land is plowed into ridges about 8

feet wide with deep furrows between. On each ridge two rows of

cane are planted. Large, shallow holes, about 6 inches deep and 15

inches square, are made at intervals of about 2^ feet, and the pieces of

seed cane placed in the bottom of them and covered with soil to the

depth of about 1 inch. Usually the lower end of the cane is covered

deeper and the upper end frequently not covered at all. After

planting all further cultivation is done with the hoe. The weeds are

cut from between the rows and hills and pulled from among the young
plants. The soil is gradually worked around the young plants at each

hoeing until the holes are filled nearly level with the remainder of the

ridges. The number of hoeings required to keep the field free from

weeds varies somewhat, but is seldom less than four. The canes stool

out, and in about five months so completely shade the ground that

weeds will no longer grow and no further attention is required until

harvest time.

On the south side of the island, where the rainfall is scanty and

where irrigation is imperative for the successful growing of cane, the

land is plowed level. Furrows about 6 inches deep are run at inter-

vals of about 4 feet, in which the cane is planted. The covering of

the cane is shallow, the same as in the former method, and the cultiva-

tion largely done by hand. In irrigating the water is passed down
these furrows, thus coming first in contact with the plants. This sys-

tem of planting seems superior to the one practiced on the north side

of the island. The furrows in which the canes are planted are more
cheaply made than are the holes used for the same purpose, which ai-e

made by hand. The absence of surface ditches and the level surface of
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the ground facilitates the use of machinery in cultivation, although

hut little is used, even on the south side of the island.

It is recommended that for all lands needing drainage it be supplied

in the form of underground drains; that the land be plowed deeply

with good plows and at such time that it is not too wet; that the cane

be planted as a continuous row in furrows, and that a large part of

the cultivation be done by using hoi*se machinery and giving much
the same cultivation that is used in the case of corn in the Mississippi

Valley. By replacing much of the hand labor with improved machin-

ery the cost of growing cane should be much reduced. In this con-

nection careful attention should be given to the selection of healthy

seed and of canes having a high sugar content.

In order to maintain good physicial and fertile conditions in the

cane-growing soils they should receive judicious management. At
present the lands are often plowed and hoed when too wet, and much
injury done to its phj sicial properties. Few crops take more from the

soil in the way of fertility, especially of nitrogen, than a good yield

of suffar cane, and much care should lye exercised to restore this loss.

If necessary the lands should be given periods of rest and be planted

to cowpeas or some good, suitable leguminous crop that can be plowed

under, thus restoring the loss of nitrogen. The application of barn-

yard manure and of commercial fertilizers may be profitable if they

can be secured at a cost not too great.

MANUFACTURE OF SUGAR.

For the most part the methods of manufacturing sugar in Porto

Rico have been crude and wasteful. The mills are usually small and

lacking in machinery of recent design and sufficient strength to

extract all of the juice from the cane. The juice is usually evapo-

rated by the open-pan system, and besides requiring more time and
fuel than the vacuum system it produces onl}' a low grade of mus-

covada sugar. The imperfect removal of the juice leaves the bagasse

too wet to be at once burned, therefore it must be hauled away from
the mill and spread out to dry, after which it is placed in sheds in

order to keep it dry for fuel. Where efficient machinery is employed
the juice is so completely removed that the bagasse can be at once

burned. In the latter case the bagasse leaves the second press and
goes directly to the furnace on a carrier, so that there is no handling

of this material required. The bagasse furnishes sufficient fuel to run

the entire plant.

The need of large "centrals" with improved machinery has been

realized, and a geneml movement is on foot to organize the districts,

do away with the old mills and secure new ones, by which more and
better sufgar can be obtained from the cane at a less cost.
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TOBAOCO.

Tobacco has for many years ranked .third among the export crops

of the island, and at the same time has supplied a comparatively large

home demand. It is the exception to find a Porto Rican man who does

not smoke, and many of the women, especially of the middle and lower

classes, also enjoy the cigarette and cigar. The manufacture of tobacco

into cigars and cigarettes is probably of far greater magnitude than

the manufacture of any other single commodity on the island.

Quantity and value of tobacco exportedfrom Porto Rico during each calendar year from
1S87 to 1S96, inclu»ive. '

Calendar year.
Quantity
(pounds).

Value. Calendar year.
Quantity
(pounds).

Value.

1887 7,633,000
3,347,000
7,736,000
3,984,000
5,287,000

$1,089,000
478,000

1,104,000
569,000
755,000

1892 4,207,000 «7.<l7.fl00

1888 1893 4,208,000 ' 774,000
1889 1894 3,370,000 : 619,000
1890 1896 3,665,000 ; 674,000

2,220,000 1 408,0001891 1896

Annual average,
1892-1896

Annual average.
1887-1891. . . .... 6,597,000 799,000 3,534,000 642,000

• »From Bulletin 18, Section of Foreign Markets.

The above figures for the ten years 1887-1896 show a decline in

the exportation of tobacco. Previously the manufactured tobacco was

practically all consumed at home, but at present there is quite an

export trade with the States in cigars and cigarettes, and a larger per-

centage of the total product is now manufactured than formerly.

While the annual amount of tobacco exported has declined, the price

per pound has increased from an avemge of about 14 cents in 1887 to

18.4 cents in 1896.

The crops for 1900 and 1901 are in large part still on hand, a fact

which tends to keep the price down and gives no incentive for increasing

the acreage. The 1900 crop consisted of about 15,000 acres, which

yielded only 300 to 600 pounds per acre. While tobacco of good qual-

ity is grown, yet there is a lack of skill in curing and fermenting it,

and the people are in special need of instruction along these lines.

The lands recognized as being best for tobacco are largely along the

Rio La Plata. Of the tobacco districts, Comerio leads with an area

of 2,000 acres, Camuy follows with an area of 1,039, and other impor-

tant districts are Cidra, Naranjita, Yauco, Isabela, Aibonito,and Caguas,

in the order named.

The preparation of the land for the seed beds usually takes place

in August and September, and the seeds are planted from a month to

six weeks later. The plants are transplanted to the fields in December
and January, and require eighty to ninety days to come to maturity.

The first crop of tobacco is therefore harvested in March or April.

Suckers at once start from old stumps, and in from four to six weeks
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another crop is ready to harvest This second crop is much inferior

to the first one, and is lai^ly used for filler purposes. In many instances

even a third crop is harvested, but it is very poor in quality and of

little value except for cigarettes.

While some tobacco of excellent quality has been grown in Porto

Rico, it is not known in United States trade. Formerly much of this

class of tobacco was exported to Cuba, and part of it was undoubtedly

shipped from there to the States.

Tobacco is a quick crop and one which should play an important

part in giving early financial relief to the people of the island. By
the introduction of improved methods it should offer good opportu-

nities for investments and bring prompt and large returns on the

capital invested.

The United States Department of Agriculture proposes to send two

tobacco experts to the island to spend the greater portion of the next

fiscal year in investigating the tobacco industry. They will begin

with the planting of the crop and conduct experiments relating to all

phases of the subject, from the beginning to the finish. These experi-

ments will deal with the curing and fermenting of the product as

well as the growing. This is an important work for the people of

the island, and will begin with the next crop season.

CITBrTJS FRUITS.

While coffee, sugar, and tobacco are practically the only crops of

export, many others are grown in a small way for home consumption.

Many of these minor crops are not grown in sufiSicient quantities to

Supply the home market. Rice and potatoes, which are imported in

large quantities, might well and profitably be grown to a greater

extent at home. There is also great need of more diversity in the

export crops. With so few crops for exportation a failure in one

means a great reduction in the income of the people. The injury to

the coffee industry by the cyclone of August 8, 1899, is a striking

example, and illustmtes the need of other export crops. The great

reduction in the coffee receipts has caused untold suffering. Thousands

of poor people who formerly were employed on the coffee plantations

were thrown out of employment, there being nothing else for them
to do. Many were supported by the coffee planters in order to tide

them over until the groves should again come into bearing.

The production of citrus fruits will undoubtedly make a desirable

and important addition to the expoi*t crops. Oranges, limes, and

lemons are grown in a small way in nearly all parts of the island, and
indicate that by the introduction of improved methods there will be a
very good future for this branch of fruit culture. At present there

are no groves planted with regularity, pruned, and cultivated. He
trees are planted, a few here and there, about the buildings of the
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plantations, and are given no particular attention. They are seedlings,

and in the ease of oranges represent all grades and conditions Trom
the small sour fruits with many seeds and an abundance of mg to

the large sweet fruit with little rag and few seeds. The range is from

worthless fruit to that which is of excellent quality, but the latter

occurs in very limited quantity. As a rule the oranges contain too

much rag and too many seeds, and it is difficult to get together a uni-

form lot of any considerable quantity for shipment.

Two kinds of oranges are grown, the sour and the sweet. The
experience thus far gained by those who are starting in the orange-

growing business is that the sour one forms the best stock on which

to graft improved varieties.

The growing of oranges in Porto Rico by improved methods is in

the experimental stage, and it will require several years of systematic

investigation to ascertain just what are the best varieties to use in

planting, what are the best stocks on which to graft, how and when
is the best time and methods to graft, what type of soil is best adapted

to growing oranges, and many other allied questions.

If possible to do so, it would seem desirable to grow an orange thiit

will mature earlier than do those of Florida and California, thus get-

ting them into the early market when the price is good. Better trans-

portation facilities are needed, but such will undoubtedly be supplied

when the demand is sufficient to justify it.

There are several fungus diseases and scale insects which attack the

orange trees, and it will be advisable for all that are importing stock

for whatever purpose to guard against the introduction of diseases or

insects not already on the island. Probably a law should be enacted

providing for the inspection of all nursery stock introduced into the

island, and requiring all infected material to be thoroughly fumigated.

In the Tropics, where the breeding seasons are not checked b}^ cold

weather, both diseases and insect pests take on the most virulent form

and especial care is required to keep them in check.

THE AGUACATE, OB ALLIGATOR PEAB.

This valuable fruit occurs in all parts of the island and is quite an

important fruit for home consumption. During its season it can be

bought in the markets at from 1 to 3 cents each while in the States ic

often sells at 60 to 75 cents per fruit. The trees are large and in a

general way resemble the pear trees of the States. They occur scat-

tered about here and there, growing in almost a wild state with no

'eultivation, pruning, or care. The fruits are large and pear-shaped,

usually weighing from a pound to a pound and a half. When ripe

the green skin, about one-eighth inch in thickness, sepai'ates freely

from the fleshy pulp, which is the edible part. A large nut or seed
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in the interior also sepamtes freely when the fruit is out in half. The
fruit contains about 10 per eent of oil, has a nutty flavor, and is quite

ruitritious. Americans are usually' very fond of it. It is e^iten raw in

nuieh the same way as a eantiilouix> or is used in the form of a salad

with a dressinjjf.

With the present facilities it is im}X)ssil)le to ship the aj^uacnte to the

States without a large loss, but with better shippinjij facilities and a

knowledge of the shipping possibilities of the fruit there should lie

a good future in growing aguacates for export to the Stiites.

MANGOES.

This fruit, like the aguacate, occurs in nearly all partes of the island,

but is more common and cheaper. The trees ai*e large and sturdy,

giving a very dense shade. The fruits ripen during the months of

May, June, and July, and are eagerly eaten by the natives. They are

kidney shaped, about the size of an apple, and when ripe have a yellow

or golden color, often with a rose-colored cheek. The fruit,s vary

much in size and quality and are susceptible of great improvement.

They have a large seed or nut and the pulp surrounding it is rich and
juicy. It has a flavor of turpentine, and owing to the large amount of

liber which some of them contain, some one has humorously described

it as resembling a ball of yarn soaked in turpentine. There is a good
opportunity of improving the quality of this fruit and creating for it

a good demand in the States.

BANANAS.

Bananas grow almost spontaneously in all parts of the island but

are not exported. (PL XXXVI, fig 1.) There arc several varieties

grown and they form an important part of the food of the native^.

Several kinds of what are known as plantains are cooked green and

used by the natives. They take the place of bread in a large measure.

The red banana, the ladies' finger, the peach, and the ordinary banana

of our commerce, are common and used by many. They sell in the

interior very cheaply, often as low as a cent per dozen. Many bananas

are grown as coffee shade, and in such localities the fruit often goes to

waste or is used as pig feed. For its best development the banana

requires a sheltered locality and moist atmosphere. Where strong

winds prevail the leaves become riddled and fail to perform their

functions. The best bananas in the island are in the interior among
the mountains and in other sheltered localities.

There is no reason why the banana should not be greatly improved by
selection and proper cultivation, and be made an important factor

among the export tropical fruits. (Plate XXXVII, fig. 2.)
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GTJAVA.

The guava grows wild and often takes possession of the pastures.

It is manufactured into jelly and a paste, both of superior (juality and

flav or, which command good prices in the States. The guava is a bush,

and the fruits ripen in August, September, and October. They are

relished by the cattle, and the numerous seeds being small and hard,

are not digested but are scattered about the fields and thus distributed.

This fruit, by selection, pruning, and cultivation, can undoubtedly

be greatly improved in quality and productivity. It is one of the

fruits for which there is already an established demand, and one which

can be manufactured at home, thus giving employment to many, and

at the same time not requiring any transportation facilities other than

those now in operation.

PINEAPPLES.

Pineapples of fine size and excellent quality are grown in many
parts of the island: They do best on the sandy lands about the coast

or on the stony hill lands of the interior. They require good drainage.

There are three principal varieties now grown: '^Pan de azucar"

(literally, sugar loaf), ''Carbezona" or ''Porto Rican," and "smooth
cayenne." The first named is the sweetest but usually contains much
fiber, the second has a white meat, is subacid, and of pleasant flavor.

It is large and comparatively free from fiber. The third was probabh^

introduced from Florida but is not much grown.

Pineapples are but little exported, but with proper facilities might

well become an important export crop. By the introduction of the

right sorts for canning purposes a cannery might be started and do a

good and profitable business.

COCOANTJTS.

Cocoanut palms grow best on the coral sands bordering the coast,

but often occur in the interior. (PL XXXVI, fig. 2.) Those in the

interior, however, do not bear so earl}^ nor so well. The coast condi-

tions, which combine a level, wet, sand}^ soil with the salt-laden atmos-

phere, seem to be the typical conditions for the production of nuts.

The trees are easily grown, and require but little care in the way of

cultivation. They begin to beai* in from 5 to 7 years, and at 10 or

12 years of age often produce as many as 200 nuts per tree annually.

(PI. XXXVII, fig. 1.) The nuts are much used for home consumption

by the natives for "cocoa de agua," and are exported to the valuation

of about $10,000 annually. The cocoanut lands are limited in extent,

and might be used for the combined purpose of growing pineapples

and nuts.
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Plate XXXVII.

Fig. 1. Porto Rico Station Cocoanut Grove.

Fig. 2. Porto Rico Station Marketing Bananas,
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CACAO.

The requireraents of cacao are so similar to those of coffee that it

should do well on the island. Plants of it are found here and there,

and, as a rule, are doinjr well. It may become an import crop in the

course of a few years,

FIBEB PLANTS.

The two principal liber plants are the maj^uey and the emaja^u'i.

The former is a sj^ecies of a^ave, or ctMitury plant, and the leavx>s often

attain, a len^^th of 8 or more feet. When bloominjif it sends up a

iBower stalk to a height of 30 feet or more. The tiber is much used

in the making of rope, ])elts, hannnocks, etc. The latter is a shrub

and the liber part is the inner portion of the bai*k. It is much used

for making coarse ropes and baskets. There are other tiber plants on

the island which are not much us(hI, and it seems very likely that the

abaca, a species of banana from which the manila hemp is obtained,

would thrive and become a protitai)le cro[) for the island.

Twenty or more years ago some cotton was grown on the island,

and remnants of it still remain in the form of occasional small cotton

trees. During the past year a certain cotton company in the States

has been experimenting with cotton in various purts of th(» island.

The}' have planted every month in the year and havearriv(»d at favoi-

able conclusions, but have not made public the results of their invest)

gation. My personal observation leads me to i)elieve that the best

season to plant is June or July, thus having the cotton mature in the

early part of the dry season, which usually begins with December.

The beginning of the dry season, however, is rather uncertain, and

may be delayed by weeks or even months.

There are many other plants of (Economic value, some of which are

native and others which might be introduced that would be valuable

crops for the people of the island, but space will not be taken for fur-

ther mention of crops.

MINOR CROPS.

Minor crops, such as rice, corn, potatoes, yams, beans, peas, toma-

toes, melons, and a variety of other vegetables, are grown in a limited

way for home consumption. There is room for great improvement

with practically all of these crops. Just where the trouble now lies

is difficult to say. Little seems to be known in regard to the time and

manner of planting. In the markets one finds quite a variety in the

line of vegetables, })ut practicalh^ all are of very inferior quality.

Tomatoes are very small and wrinkl}^ and in the States would be

thrown away. Potiitoes grown here are small, and must be imported
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to the value of about $400,000 annually in order to sui)ply lionie needs.

Onions are also imported, as indecnl are (|uit(» a varit'ty of ve<^etables.

Rice is the heaviest import, and amounts to considerably more than

$1,000,000 annually. Many small j)atehes of rice are orown in the

interior of the island on the hillsides, but none is <^ro\vn on tlie low-

lands about the coast. There is considerable low, swampy land about

the coast that mi^ht Ix* denoted to thv t^rowin^ of lowland rice. The

time of set^din^ and maruKM* of cultivating* would, of course*, have

to be determined by experimenting^, but nuich knowledtjfe could ))e

()})tained from Louisiana, when*, rice is ^rown on an extensive scale.

Mau}^ of the methods used there would no doul)t be applicable to

Porto Rico.

Corn is ^rown to a considerable extent, and is us(*d as food for both

man and Innist. The variety thrown is a smooth flint, very similar to

that ^rown in the New Knj^land States. It is shelled and ground, as a

rule, l)y hand, although a few use hand shell(»rs and t»rindintr mills.

Wheat, i)arlev, {in(' oats are practically unknowMi, so that corn forms

the chief <^rain that is fed to animals. Vcmt few of the horses are fed

any <(rain, and practically no i^rain is uiven to the cattle or work oxen.

FORESTRY.

It is said that Torto Rico was once coviM'ed with a beautiful virgin

forest. Only a few renmants of such forest now remain to indicate

what were the former conditions. It would seem advisable to [)rotect

and preserve these renuiants, and in some instances to plant new

forests.

AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY.

Very little agricultural machinery is used. In the cane fields plows,

harrows, carts, hoes, spades, and machetes constitute nearly the com-

plete list, while in the coffee district the hoe and machete are about

the only implement used. In the latter case the steepness of the hills

prohibits the use of nuich horse machin(M-y, l)ut in the cane tields

modern plows, harrows, and cultivators can and should be used.

LIVE STOCK.

The live stock of Porto Rico consists mainly of cattle and horses,

together with a small luunber of mules, asses, swine, sheep, and goats.

Following is the total lumiber of each class as ascertained b\' the census

of 1899: Cattle, 260,lL>5; horses, 58,604; mules, (),98r>; asses, 1,085;

swine, 66,180; goats, 15,991; sheep, 6,368; and fowls, 265,499.

Of the total number of cattle, 28 per cent are given as milch cows

and 22 per cent as work oxen, the remainder being classed as calves,

steers, bulls, young bulls, heifers, and yearlings. Of the various dis-

tricts Bayamon leads in all classes of cattle except oxen, in which Ponce
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excels. Ponce has more oxen, mules, and iisses tlmn any other district

because of the demand for them as work animals on the large sugar

estates.

The horses of Porto Rico are very small, and, as a rule, are poorly

cared for and driven or ridden with very poor judgment. There are

some exceptions, however, with regards the treatment of horses, and

I have seen some very tine and spirited animals that were kept in

the pink of condition. The feed of the horses consists almost entirel}'

of cut grass, it being very exceptional to find them fed on grain.

Such bulky food necessarily distends the bowt^ls and uniits a horse for

rapid traveling. Notwithstanding the fact, however, the native Porto

Kican will harness his team to the carriage when their stomachs are

full, and start at once on his journey at a full gallop. Tnder such

circumstances the horses are winded at the end of the tirst kilometiM*,

and before the second one is completed they are covered with sw(nit

and lather, and wholly unfit to continue at anythiiig but a slow gait

unless given a r(\st. They arc forced to continu(\ however, and com-

plete the journey under continual lashing by the driver. When long

journeys are to be taken frequent relays are made, usually at each 10

to 15 kilometers.

Although small the better horses are of good form, clean of limb,

and apparently have a strain of good blood. With j)roi)(M- can^ as to

feed and methods of driving these little horses are capable of riMulering

good servic^e. As saddle-horses they are particularly good and (Misy-

gaited and as hill climbers they are unexcelled and very sure-footed.

There is no marked mortality among the horses due to disease. The
common diseases due to mistreatment, such as colic, lung fever, etc.,

are met with, but the worst, most revolting, and dangerous disease is

glanders. (Tlanders is present in all parts of the island, and drastic

measures should be taken at once to stamp it out. A skin disease,

probably a form of mange, is not uncommon. Comparatively speak-

ing, the insects that trouble the horses are few. Ticks are quite

numerous, but there are practically no flies to bother.

The cattle of the island are better than one would expect to find.

As work oxen they are excellent. Bullocks weighing 12 to 13 hun-

dredweight, with powerful necks and good forms are not uncommon.
Steers range on the luxuriant pastures of (luinea grass and '^malojillo'^

grass and become fat enough for market without the addition of any
other feed. Besides supplying the home demand for fresh beef the

exportations of live cattle as beef and work cattle amount at present

to more than half a million dollars annually. The chfef market for

the cattle is Cuba. In milking qualities the cattle fall far below their

standard for beef and for work. The flow of milk is small and the

quality poor as regards its fat content. It is quite the custom to milk

the cows while the calf is sucking; otherwise it is thought they will
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^nvc. hut littlo and soon ^*o dry. Milk sells in tin* towns jind cities from

^> to \) cents per (juart. The moie advanced dairvnian delivers th(» milk

in cans hauled on a sprino- cart, while others cairy it to market in

small cans on the backs of hors<'s. Still others drive the cow ai>()utfrom

door to doo!' and milk directly into tlu^ customers* r(H*eptacl(*s A form

of cheese is madi* which resembles our cottat^e clu^ese, i)ut is in n^ality

more solid. Practically no ))utter is made, and indeini butter is but

little Uf^i'd by the people of the island. ( attle enjoy nuich comfort in

the island, suffer litth^ from the heat, anMjuite free from the annoyance

of noxious insects, and are seldom l)othered by diseases. They
ranoe on luxuriant pastures and seldom want for abundance to (»atand

drink. Kxport cattle for beef sell for $2.1?r) per arro))a (25 pounds).

This is discount(»(l 40 per cent for shrinkage in dressint^. which makes

the price about $5.40 per 100 pounds, corresponding- very nearly with

the prices in the United States. In recent years tlu^ price has been as

hi<(h as $8 per arroba, which equals $7.'iO per 100 pounds. The rais-

ing of live stock in Porto Kico may be considered a paying ])usiness

4is conducted for the past few years. The demand for some of the

present pasture lands for the production of sugar will have a tendency

to increas(» the cost of production.

The swine of the island are of a very inferior kind, ))eing small and

of the ''razor-back/' '^ rail-splitting'' variety. They are connnoidy

tethered out by a rope and get their living largely from grass and

weeds, but are at times allowed to range in the tuber patches, where

they can root up the yams, potatoes, etc., and they are also fed plan-

tains and the small nuts that grow on the royal palms.

Goats are of the short-haired, milk-producing kind and are used

for iiesh and milk. They apparently do well.

Sheep are rather scarce and have comparatively little wool. It is

probable that sheep for the production of w^ool would not do well in

so warm and w^et a climate.

Fosvls, which consist chiefly of chickens, are small and active, the

<.^ocks being of the kind used for fighting. Eggs in the markets can

seldom be purchased for Icvss than 2 cents each, and chickens are as

correspondingly high in price.

There is room for improvement all along the line of live stock, the

demand being greatest in the case of the milch cows, horses, swine,

iind chickens. The essentials in such improvements w ill be the intro-

duction of new blood, care in selection, and more rational methods in

the feeding, care, and treatment of the animals.

INSECT PESTS.

Of the insect pests nothing is more pernicious than a mole cricket,

known as ''la changa." It is believed to have been introduced from

Peru, and is very destructive to a wide range of plants in their early
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trrowtli or poriod of hocoiniiitr osta))lishod. It is ospocially trouhlo-

some in startintr vo<:vtal)les on sandy huid. It works at nitjfht, l»ur-

rowinof luMioath tlu' sui'facc of tho ofromid and i^atint^ tlio youn»ij' j)IantvS

oti* just Inflow the crown. In casi^ of a lack of food it niiirndivs during

the ni*(ht, even to a (•()nsid(M*al)le distanc(\ and contiiuies its destructive

work. On account of its nocturnal habits, its modi* of flight, and

working IxMieath tlie surfac(\ it is a most forinidahh» pi^st. and no douht

niucii pati(MU'(\ time, and ingenuity will i)e nM[uired to exterminate it.

Methods of (\\t(M'mination by meuns of barrier's of tar. by catching

with traps, light, and by tlie use of fertilizcM's have already been

inaugurated, but it is yet too early to know what ultimate success may
be attained.

Scale insects, especially the purj)le scale and the chatl scale, are

connnon on the orange, as are also several fungus diseases, among
which may be nuMitioned verrucosis, melanose, and spluerostilbe. In

the interest of the orange })lanters thesc^ need inmiediate attention,

which will be given as soon as the entomologist can spare the time.
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